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Couplet:

Baby hear my cry
Despairs love is in my eyes (in my eyes, I need you)
So bless me with your bliss
Sealy with the kiss, kiss this love a try (love a try,
cause...)

Chorus:

G-Girl I need you back, to heal this emptiness
Going through withdrawn, like my life depends on you
YouÂ’ll be my first and last
My everything, and my dream, know, that you hear me
callÂ…
I can feel you from a distance
So, i know that your loves, reaching out for me (out for
me)
So, you should use your intuition
Now just close your eyes and listen out for me (out for
me, calling your name)
I can feel you reaching out to me
And my hearts, calling back your name (calling your
name)
Even when youÂ’re far away
Not for you remain, i'll never change, calling your
name

Couplet:

Every day and night, i need you in my arms
Can hear this cracking in, breaking down, can, never
those doors
And you believe me for so long
Now, that you're gone. I just canÂ’t carry on

Chorus:
G-Girl I need you back, to heal this emptiness
Going through withdrawn, like my life depends on you
YouÂ’ll be my first and last
My everything, and my dream, know, that you hear me
callÂ…
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I can feel you from a distance
So, i know that your loves, reaching out for me (out for
me)
So, you should use your intuition
Now just close your eyes and listen out for me (out for
me, calling your name)
I can feel you reaching out to me
And my hearts, calling back your name (calling your
name)
Even when youÂ’re far away
Not for you remain, i'll never change, calling your
name

(Repeat)
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